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Ghostwriting-Sample #1  

WRITE AWAY!  

 
There are only two types of people in this world; two distinct classifications of humanity. Many 
believe these to be the poverty-stricken and the wealthy; the born-again and the agnostic; the 
black and the white; the intellectual and the ignorant; the tax-payers and the “tax-takers”. 
While I do concede that these are categories, they fall under two bigger headings; the Reader 
and the Writer. These are the labels categorizing societal division.  

While in the fifth grade, I nurtured the dream of becoming a writer. This was inspired by the 
first John Grisham novel that I had read then; The Chamber. In this novel a man was sentenced 
to death by gas chamber, twenty years after he was convicted of bombing a Jewish lawyer’s 
office. After reading that narrative I toyed with the idea of it having an alternate ending, as I 
disagreed with the original’s. The idea of creating my own little world with people, places and 
circumstances indigenous to my own imagination fascinated me. Prior to that moment I was a 
reader; one who merely enjoyed, studied and internalized the works of others. That day I 
resolved that I would no longer just benefit from the lives and contributions of others; I would 
make my own mark from which others could learn.  

When it comes on to the Reader and the Writer, there is no equality. The reader needs 
something to read but the writer can write without the reader’s involvement or input. 
Additionally, the writer dictates everything and plays an active role while the reader is merely a 
consumer of culture. By nature, I am a non-conformist. I strive and dream to make a 
difference. I aspire to effect change. The life I envision for myself will indubitably prove 
didactic to other Jamaicans and the world at large. The story I am writing is about a girl from 
humble beginnings who has achieved eminence by becoming a renowned bilingual Forensic 
Psychologist. Personally, I would feel compelled to read such a tale and in the words of Toni 
Morrison, “if there's a book you really want to read, but it hasn't been written yet, then you must write 
it.”  

Some people are content being beneficiaries. They are content by tapping into resources and 
pools of knowledge of others and emulating those persons. I choose to be the facilitator. I want 
to create my own route, make my own choices and in the end, have my life appear as a good 
book that others can study and learn from. The only condition is, all good books need a 
supportive publisher. The question is, will You be my publisher?  
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Ghostwriting-Sample #2  

EMBRACE THE CHANGE!  

 
The loud crack of palm on flesh jolted me from my slumber in the predawn. My parents were 
at it again - or should I say my father since he is almost always the perpetrator. His shouts and 
my mother’s screams which usually preceded her tears, awoke me many times. As a child, I 
never foresaw him transforming into such a being - having qualities such as loving, humorous 
and caring being evicted by cruelty, indifference and selfishness. Nevertheless, I must give 
credit to this radical change for it is chiefly responsible for my fierce determination to succeed. 
“You are now eighteen. I don’t have to send you to school anymore,” he said. “You should go and look 
for a job now,” instead of “Happy Birthday”, these were the words that my father spoke to me. 
How can my Daddy tell me that he doesn’t care anymore? In my eyes, that was an injustice. I 
thought I was his baby girl, agelessly adored but at that moment I saw what I truly was to him; 
an eighteen year old liability he was no longer obligated to pay. These pivotal words instigated 
my own metamorphosis.  

Loss and pain usually teach independence. According to Voltaire, “injustice in the end produces 
independence.” I grew up immediately and standing there on the threshold of adulthood, the 
realization struck that I had to learn independence and self-sufficiency. I must persevere when 
the going gets tough! In the months that followed, my father, proceeded to divorce my mother 
after 17 years of marriage and has began plans to get her and their children out of “his” house. 
Needless to say, he was no longer interested in funding my college education.  

I was thrust into adulthood.  

My friends and even mere acquaintances, accurately described me as unflaggingly determined, 
focused and autonomous. I promised that I would never again allow myself to become so 
dependent on someone that their withdrawal from my life could cripple me. For weeks I was 
driven and abhorred even the thought of requesting or accepting help in any way, shape or 
form, regardless of whether or not I needed it. A gift of any kind insulted me. I became an 
impersonal ball of fire, acknowledging no one or nothing except my goals and the quickest 
route to them. Loving friends who were genuinely looking out for me were hurt by the way 
that I generalized them. “I can trust no one but myself,” was my mantra. I was wrong.  
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No one can go through life alone. Everyone needs someone sometimes. The key lies in striking 
the balance, as Frank Crane says; “you may be deceived if you trust too much, but you will live in 
torment if you do not trust enough.” My father unintentionally did me a favor. He set in motion a 
chain of events that served to bring me to where I am now. Not much can be accomplished  

single-handedly and whatever can, I now believe, could have been done quicker and better 
with assistance. In the same way that gold ore is transformed into a priceless gem after being 
burnt, I am a stronger person today because of that experience. Change is inevitable: one must 
learn to give up what they are for what they can become.  

I changed.  
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Ghostwriting-Sample #3 
A SEARCH FOR HIM AND HOME  

 
I looked around and saw no one but unbeknownst to me, I was in the Potter’s hand.  

Having spent my preteen years on an army base in urban Jamaica as the firstborn and only 
daughter to a soldier, I was raised in a loving and structured environment with validation, 
stability and security. Church was a weekly pastime, sometimes multiple times a week when I 
grew old enough to attend night services. Voluntarily active in church from a tender age, 
ministrations through singing, dancing, and even speaking from the pulpit were a common 
place for me before I was pubescent. Indeed, I was a daddy’s little girl for as long as I can 
remember, and this formed my psychological and emotional bedrock. It may sound like a 
psychological cliché, but I can attribute my hardiness, mental toughness, self-confidence and 
strong self-concept to the healthy father-daughter relationship. However, I did not realize the 
importance and effects of this relationship until it turned sour when I became 17years old.  

Masculine shouts and feminine screams jolted me from my slumber in the predawn - my 
parents were at each other’s throats again. The decline of my parents’ marriage was by far a 
more traumatic and unpleasant experience for me than the final act of divorce. The two-plus 
years of broken traditions, unpredictable days in place of time-tested routines and my parents’ 
radical personality changes, served to deepen and infect the wound to be left by a legally 
broken family. It was particularly challenging because our family had moved to a rural area 

when I was in the middle of the 7th grade, so I was at a new high school, in a completely new 
environment with no social support. Being ‘the new girl’ and simultaneously ‘the proper-
speaking, goody- two-shoes with the highest grades’ did nothing to lengthen my friend’s list. I 
did not know it then, but even this would work for my good.  

By the time I was eighteen my parents were divorced, and had Daddy migrated to the United 
States and remarried. This combination of events resulted in a lack of finances for my tertiary 
education. Despite my SAT and high school grades, I had not received enough funding to 
accept any of the enrollment offers overseas. With dreams of attending my dream college 
crushed, I deferred my acceptance to the premier local university and did what adults do – get 
a job. My life prior to this had been fairly easy in comparison. Now childhood and adolescence 
were over, and adulthood greeted me with a series of hard slaps to the face and violent kicks to 
the gut.  
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That gap year was torture; the single most challenging year of my life. It was so unfair, I 
thought. I had grown up naively believing that hard, consistent work results in success. I was 
finding out, however, that you may do all that you can and all that you should and still not 
make the cut. Though I had singlehandedly done all the legwork to research and apply to 
schools, resulting in admissions offers and partial scholarship offers – yes, multiple –it was not 
enough. I was unable to proceed because of factors outside of myself. Isn’t that a tough pill to 
swallow? In addition to my broken family, my three best friends migrated after high school to 
study overseas, and my peers from church moved away for jobs and further studies as well.  

I looked around and saw no one but unbeknownst to me, I was in the Potter’s hand.  

My father’s absence and the deterioration of our relationship shattered my previously high 
self- esteem, and I became insecure, anxious and depressed. Suddenly the opinions of all my 
detractors (and there were many) were all I could hear, and I could not escape wondering if 
they were right. Was I really not good enough? Is it really pointless to push and persevere 
towards excellence? I mean, what was so wrong with getting a basic job, working just to pay 
bills and waiting on a man to scoop me up like everyone else? Was I aiming too high? 
Subconsciously this trauma also framed how I viewed myself in intimate relationships. I felt 
unloved and unlovable because my academic pursuits and strong nuclear family structure had 
been large parts of my self-concept. It was arguably the most inconvenient time for me to lose 
my Daddy’s validation and support. I no longer knew where Home was.  

The majority of undergrad was a hodgepodge of depression, toxic and abusive relationships 
and a general lack of self-love. I secretly resented my younger siblings with whom my father 
had maintained contact, and I hated myself for it. I was bitter towards my parents. I envied 
those who were fortunate enough to easily afford college and had present and supportive 
parents.  

Throughout my parents’ separation and divorce, and the migration of my father and best 
friends, I feigned apathy and buried myself in new pursuits. I filled my non-class schedule 
with work and my social life with distractions. It seems even God had turned His back on me 
because I could see no evidence of His presence. I searched for Him and Home in sex, alcohol, 
parties and money. Emotionally, all my focus had been on supporting my mother and young 
siblings since the divorce. I had completely neglected my own healing and recovery. By the 
time I noticed my weakened emotional state, it had been years in the making.  

Here’s the thing, beloved. I was raised in the church, but I was unfamiliar with Christ. I knew 
how to sing and dance, but not how to worship in Spirit and truth. I knew the importance of 
the Word and how to read and memorize it but not how to meditate. I knew prayer as a  
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monologue on my part but not a dialogue with my Heavenly Father. I was aware of all the 
‘shoulds’ of the Christian walk to attain holiness, but the concept of faith was foreign to me. I 
knew He could speak, but I was unfamiliar with His voice. The weight of my walk had been on 
my Home and church structures, so when those were lost, so was I.  

Don’t get me wrong: I loved the Lord and (before college) I loved Him enough to boldly stand 
out from my peers in my commitment to Him. After all, I was the one who came up with a 
well- thought out speech at the age of 8 as I sought my parents’ consent to be baptized.  

“If I am old enough to die, then I am old enough to be baptized”, I asserted.  

Bold, right? It is not that I had intentionally served God superficially all those years. I did not 
know better at the time. It is in looking back that I can identify the aforementioned things that 
presently characterize my Christian walk now and highlight previous deficits.  

Towards the end of my third year in college, I recognized that I needed to make a change. 
Emotionally, physically, spiritually, academically...everything was falling apart. When you have 
hit rock bottom, the only way to go is up. Broken and cast down, I cried out to the One who 
promised never to leave nor forsake me. Feeling unworthy but desperate I tearfully put all my 
focus on Him and exposed my heart. I told Him everything that I had suppressed and buried 
deep inside for all those years. And do you know what He did? While I was wallowing in the 
pit of despair, He reached down and pulled me out. Arrested by the Holy Spirit,  

I realized that I had to fight and exercise blind faith if I was to survive this dark period.  

I decided to sever ties from everything and everyone that was pulling me out of alignment with 
my Maker. I walked away from jobs, ended relationships, changed my phone number, changed 
my address – I went all out.  

The new path of trusting the Lord and putting my faith in Him was scary. It meant that I had to give 
up the reins of my life and surrender control.  

It meant that I had to relinquish my right to be right and trust His omniscience and timing. It 
meant that I had to renounce my claim to myself and acknowledge that all I am and ever will 
be is His.  

Faith is boldly stepping in the direction of the voice that calls you, even and especially when you cannot 
see ahead.  

In this race called life, faith is required if we want to finish well. He knows the plans that He 
has for us, and He is not obligated to give us the details. Staying the path and holding on to  
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Abba has paid off. I am a first-generation college graduate – look what the Lord has done! I 
am an entrepreneur and on target to start my Master’s degree in a couple of months. I am a 
minister called to evangelism. What were previously chains that held me bound, are now 
powerful testimonies of God’s unlimited power, faithfulness and love.  

Beloved, the devil has lost yet again. To God be the glory!  

If I had known that this is where I was headed, I would have faced my trials with a better 
attitude. Having gone through what at times felt like the valley of the shadow of death, I am 
closer to My Maker than ever before. I look back on this chain of events with a heart of 
gratitude and praise. Beloved, my prayer for you is that this testimony will serve to steel your 
backbone and increase your faith as we navigate this tumultuous world and await the return of 
our Savior. Always remember that  

His grace is sufficient for You and His power is made perfect in weakness. 2 Cor 12:9-10.  
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